Modular exponentiation is the most frequently used and time-cost part in RSA, its fast algorithm is one of the focuses of RSA study, and to speed up the computation of modular exponentiation is most important to the performance and wide use of RSA. This paper studies Qin Jiu-shao algorithm,
Introduction
In RSA algorithm, modular exponentiation is the most important and time-consuming part. When encrypting using RSA, we often transform the plain text into sequence of integer according to certain rule and divide it into many big integer groups. In this case, to calculate the modular exponentiation costs extremely large time and space, which limit the wide use of RSA to some extent. So, the study of fast algorithm of modular exponentiation is of great significance and has been the research priority since RSA was proposed. Many scholars have proposed some improvements of modular exponentiation such as Qin Jiushao algorithm, Blocking algorithm, Adaptive binary table searching algorithm and Shortest addition chains algorithm. As a improvement for Qin Jiushao algorithm and Blocking algorithm, Adaptive binary table searching algorithm makes many optimization for the preprocess and the method of blocking, which reduces the number of block and the complex of time and space, and improves the efficiency of modular exponentiation greatly. In this paper, Qin Jiushao algorithm, Blocking algorithm and Adaptive binary block table searching algorithm are analyzed in detail, and then an important conclusion is given: all these three algorithms are certain kind of shortest addition chains algorithm, Adaptive binary block table searching algorithm is better than the other two but can still be improved.
Principle of correlative algorithms

Qin Jiushao algorithm
Qin Jiushao algorithm was proposed to solve the high-order polynomial, and can be adapted to calculate modular exponentiation. This algorithm modifies the expression of modular exponentiation to get higher efficiency. Transform the exponent e into binary as follows: 
Then we can describe the algorithm as
where the value of k Step 0 set
Step 1 while
Step 2 to Step 4
Step 2 compute 
Blocking Algorithm
Many scholars have proposed lots of improvement for Qin Jiushao algorithm, in which Blocking algorithm gives very high efficiency. In this algorithm, the exponent is first transformed into binary, then the binary is divided into many fix sized blocks from high bit to low bit. If the number of the low several bits is small than the block size, these bits will not be blocked and will be calculated according to Qin Jiushao algorithm. If the binary is is calculated firstly in the preprocess and stored, it can be read and used when computing exponentiation and needs not be calculated again so that many multiplications are reduced and the efficiency is promoted.
In blocking algorithm, every typical operand should be calculated first in preprocess and stored. If the block size is l , then we have l 2 typical operands to calculate and store. These typical operands are
, whose exponent is between 0 and 1 2 − l . So, the preprocess cost much time to calculate and space to store the typical operands. On the other hand, in this algorithm, the block size if fixed, which is not very suitable for the binary of the exponent in some cases. If the binary of the exponent can not be divided into blocks very well, the efficiency of modular exponentiation will be reduced.
Adaptive binary block table searching algorithm
Adaptive binary block table searching algorithm comes from Qin Jiushao algorithm and blocking algorithm. The former can be considered as the special case of Adaptive binary block table searching algorithm in which the block size is set to be 1, and the latter can be considered as the special case of Adaptive binary block table searching algorithm in which the block size is fixed, which does not consider the structure of the binary of the exponent and divide it into sequential blocks. In Adaptive binary block table searching algorithm, the exponent is transformed into binary, which is then divided into some blocks adaptively according to its structure. Suppose the block size is k , the binary is divided into blocks from high bit to low bit, if a bit is 1, then the sequential k bits from this bit are considered as a block; if a bit is 0, then calculate it according to Qin Jiushao algorithm. In this algorithm, the block size is still fixed, but the blocks are not sequential. That is, there may be one or more 0 bits between adjacent blocks. In preprocess, we should also calculate and store the typical operand 
and is superior to Qin Jiushao algorithm. In the best case, its efficiency is equal to Qin Jiushao algorithm.
This algorithm is similar to blocking algorithm, but is more adaptive to the binary of exponent. For example, given a exponent's binary 00 1000111110 0000001100 1111110000 1000000000 0000001011 1101 divided it into blocks using blocking algorithm (block size is 4),we get 14 blocks 1000  1111  1000  1100  0000  0000  1100  1111  0000  0000  1110  0010  0000  1101   If we use Adaptive binary block table searching algorithm, it can be divided into 12 blocks   1000  1111  1000  1100  00000000  1100  1111  000000  1000  1011  000000  1101 As is shown above, Adaptive binary block table searching algorithm is more adaptive. . This process needs only 8 times multiplication, while Qin Jiushao algorithm needs 11 times mulplication.
Shortest Addition chains algorithm
The exponentiation algorithm based on the shortest addition chains can be described as follows:
Step 1 solve the shortest addition chains of e ,suppose e e e e L = = , , , 1 2 1
L
Step 2 set result[0]=m
Step 2 for i=1 to L do Step 3 to Step 4
Step 3 if
Step 4
Step 5 return result [L] 
The Consistency Analysis of Addition Chains for Several Algorithm
Qin Jiushao algorithm
Square and multiplication are the main operation of Qin Jiushao algorithm, which is also called "square-multiplication algorithm". In nature, Qin Jiushao algorithm is a kind of addition chains algorithm. But this algorithm uses the fastest step (square) and slowest step (multiplication) when constructing the addition chains. So it can not give the shortest addition chains.
In Qin Jiushao algorithm, if e is an even the lowest bit of whose binary is 0 , then m is expanded recursively according to the same rules and this method can give the same result as the above method. Firstly, the exponent e is transformed into binary, then traverse it from high bit to low bit. If a bit is 0, then square the mid-result, equivalent to using the largest child node of the addition chains tree whose value is twice as its parent node; if a bit is 1, then square the mid-result and then multiply it with the base number, equivalent to using the child node of the child node of the current node. The value of child node is twice as its parent node, and the value of grandson node is larger than its parent node by 1. This process can be figured as Figure 1 .The value of the left child node is twice as its parent node, and the value of the right child node is larger than the left child node by 1.
When the tree is constructed, the addition chains of any given integer of the tree can be obtained by the sequence of "right node →left node→parent node→left node→…→root node". For example, the addition chains of 67 is 1,2,4,8,16,32 But the addition chains given by Qin Jiushao algorithm may not be shortest one. For example, another addition chains of 255 is 1,2,3,5,10,20,25,50,100,200,250,255, whose length is shorter than the above one by 3. This is because this algorithm has a "multiplication" operation, which is slowest method in constructing addition chains tree. From the above, Qin Jiushao algorithm is a kind of addition chains algorithm, but can not give the shortest one.
Figure 1. Addition Chains Tree Of Qin Jiushao Algorithm
Blocking algorithm
Blocking algorithm is proposed on the basis of Qin Jiushao algorithm in order to promote the speed of modular exponentiation. In the view of addition chains, if blocking algorithm can give shorter addition chains than Qin Jiushao algorithm, or can expand the addition chains tree faster, then is must be able to get higher efficiency of modular exponentiation. In blocking algorithm, some typical operands need to be calculated and stored firstly. When calculating the modular exponentiation, the binary is read block by block. Suppose the block size is l , the mid-result is squared l times and then multiplied with the typical operand. This process is equivalent to creating l child nodes depth-first one by one, every one of which is twice large as its parent. Then create a child node (noted as B) for the last node (noted as A), and set its value to be the sum of the value of A and a node (noted as C) in the addition chains from root to node A. Of course, the position of node C is relative to the typical operand. The closer node C is to node A, the larger the value of node B is, and the faster the addition chains will be expanded. But blocking algorithm can not guarantee the position of node C, it may be very close to node A, and may also be very close to or even coincide with root node. So, blocking algorithm can give shorter addition chains than Qin Jiushao algorithm. Addition chains tree of blocking algorithm (block size is 3) is expanded as Figure 2 shows, where the node of value 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 can all be selected as node C.
For example, in blocking algorithm with block size 3, we should firstly calculate the typical operands {1,2,3,4,5,6,7}, then the addition chains of 255 can be given {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 14 
Adaptive binary block table searching algorithm
In blocking algorithm, if the position of node C can be guaranteed to be close to node A, the addition chains will be gotten very fast, and its length will be shorten. Adaptive binary block table searching algorithm is just this kind of algorithm. In this algorithm, the starting bit of every block is always 1, by which the position of node C can be guaranteed to be always close to node A, so that the addition chains will be shorter and the modular exponentiation will be faster. For example, when block size is 4, blocking algorithm needs to preprocess {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15}, which costs 14 times multiplication and 15 space to store. While Adaptive binary block table searching algorithm needs to preprocess {1,2,4,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15}, which cost only 10 times multiplication and 11 space to store. At the same time, Adaptive binary block table searching algorithm can reduce the number of blocks. The addition chains tree for Adaptive binary block table searching algorithm (block size if 3) is shown as Figure 3 . 
Conclusion
As is discussed above, Qin Jiushao algorithm, blocking algorithm and Adaptive binary block table searching algorithm are all addition chains algorithm in nature. At the same time we can know that blocking algorithm is superior to Qin Jiushao algorithm, Adaptive binary block table searching algorithm is superior to blocking algorithm and get the highest efficiency. But Adaptive binary block table searching algorithm can not yet give the shortest addition chains, and can still be improved, which will be studied in future research work.
